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Wicked by Any Other Name
By Linda Wisdom

Sourcebooks Casablanca. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Wicked by Any
Other Name, Linda Wisdom, Stasi Romanov uses just a little witch magic in her lingerie shop,
running a brisk side business in love charms. A disgruntled customer threatening to sue over a
failed love spell brings Trevor Barnes to town. Trevor's the best attorney around, and he just
happens to be a wizard. Everyone knows that witches and wizards make a volatile combinationsure
enough, the sparks fly and almost everyone's getting singed. Add to that Cupid playing a practical
joke, a lunar eclipse that nearly precipitates a witch hunt, and some very mysterious goings on at
the magical lake, and the feisty witch and gorgeous wizard have more than simply a possible
lawsuit on their hands. Can they overcome their objections and settle out of courtand in the
bedroom? PRAISE FOR LINDA WISDOM'S 50 WAYS TO HEX YOUR LOVER: "Bless Jazz Tremaine's
witchy, Prada-loving heartshe's captured mine! A series that's pure magic!" Vicki Lewis Thompson,
New York Times bestselling author of "Wild & Hexy" "Do not miss this wickedly entertaining treat!"
Annette Blair, Sex and the Psychic Witch "Ready for a book that will make you laugh?"...
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Reviews
This created pdf is excellent. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to study yet again yet again in the future. You will not truly
feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Myr ia m B ode
The best pdf i possibly go through. it was writtern quite properly and useful. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Miss Sienna Fa y Jr .
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